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AN UNEXPECTED PREFACE
To be honest I never dreamed that I would be writing this preface just prior to
publication. The following paper was finished a year ago, but a set of ‘curious
circumstances’ has meant that it is only now possible to publish it. At one level I
apologise for the delay (and if your memory is anything like mine a rereading of the
first paper might be called for).
On the plus side the world has changed over the past year, and it now seems timely
to be developing our understanding of the Orthodox Churches.
I refer, of course, to the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. This has produced some
interesting parallels with the secular history of the area, not the least is the response
of the ‘west’, either in terms of not understanding what is going on, or NATO’s
response in using Ukraine as a buffer against a power that threatens western interests.
Yes, I know it is more complicated than that, but keep the point in mind as we go
through the history of Constantinople.
The analogy cannot be pushed too far because both Ukraine and Russia are
predominantly Orthodox countries (Ukraine more so). However, one principle that
President Putin has manifestly forgotten is that (irrespective of the outcome of the
conflict) for a military operation to be successful you not only have to win the war,
but you also must win the subsequent peace.
It will be incumbent on the Orthodox churches to work hard to rebuild trust and effect
reconciliation. They will need the help and support of the whole worldwide church to
fulfil this vocation.
The rest of this paper is untouched from its original form; hopefully, whilst it
consequently does not deal with the Ukrainian situation, it does provide a basis for
those of us in the west to begin to understand something of the eastern churches:
how and why they differ from us; and where our essential unity lies. On this basis we
can build our understanding of our Orthodox brethren, and eventually provide
meaningful support as they set labour their healing vocation.

PREFACE TO PAPER TWO
THE TWO LUNGS
Dear reader, again it is a pleasure to have you with me. If you have not read the first
paper in this series you may find it helpful to locate it on the homepage of the parish
website, or if you would prefer there are hard copies available from St Michael’s
Church. Either way all three papers can be read as ‘stand-alone’ works; although they
are designed to encourage us to look beyond our normal ‘understanding’ of God to
one who, although immediately and personally among us, is truly beyond our
understanding and control (Paper One). To look beyond the confines of our Western
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Christian tradition (Paper Two). To look beyond the boundaries of Christianity to
perceive the Divine reality in the lives of those of other faiths and of none (Paper 3).
If you have read the first paper, I can only feel humbled by your continued interest;
or wonder at your ability to cope with sustained punishment! Whatever the case I
would ask, as I did in the first paper, that as I have prayed for you whilst writing this,
I would be most grateful if you would pray for me whilst reading it. In this way we
will continue as fellow travellers alongside each other.
Why are we looking outside of our western Christian ‘box’ at the orthodox churches?
First, I would remind you of what we looked at in the first paper with reference to
thinking ‘outside the box’ in coming to understand more of the wonders of the reality
of God. Second, in both the religious and secular history of Western Europe we have
either forgotten or ignored the importance of the Byzantine Empire and the orthodox
churches in our political, cultural, and spiritual development.
It has been said somewhere that to breathe in fully the life-giving oxygen of the Spirit,
the Church has been blessed with two lungs, the east and the west, and for a healthy
body both are necessary. It is a broad truism that for the best part of 2,000 years, in
many ways, in both its secular and religious history, Western Europe has been
predominantly occupied with its own concerns. Consequently, it has neglected the
military, political, intellectual, and philosophical debts it owes to the region loosely
covered by the term ‘Byzantine Empire’. Within this context of European thought
patterns, the western church, in all its guises, has significantly lost contact with its
eastern counterpart. If you don’t believe me, just pause and ask yourself honestly;
‘What do I know and understand about my brothers and sisters in Christ who belong
to the Orthodox churches?’

PERSONAL PREFACE
In response to the question asked at the end of the last paragraph I must state my
own position. Many years ago, whilst taking part in a retreat, I was discussing with
the person leading the retreat how I perceived and understood God. In response to
my reply he commented, ’Do you realise that you are an hesycast?’ (We will look at
this term a bit later). I would sum up my response as something along the lines of
‘Whatever’! It took many years for me to really explore what he meant, and I have
slowly and belatedly come to realise the literally incalculable wealth of perception that
the eastern churches bring to our corporate understanding of the divine mystery we
call God.
This does not mean that I am likely to join one of the orthodox churches. I am totally
convinced that God, in His wisdom, has called me to be an Anglican, but I am equally
convinced that He has, and is, revealing more and more of himself to me through the
teachings, witness and ministry of the eastern church, along with the ancient and
modern teachings of the western churches. What I would say very forcibly is that any
failure by any of us, either deliberately or by default, to appreciate and learn from our
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fellow Christians of any denomination is tantamount to failing to open ourselves as
fully as possible to the movement of the Spirit in our hearts and lives. This is very
much a part of thinking ‘outside our personal boxes’ and immersing ourselves in the
divine reality which is both beyond us and yet in our midst.
At this point I would humbly beg any members of the Orthodox Churches who are
graciously reading this to forgive any shortcomings or misrepresentations in this paper
which will be due totally to the limitations of my experience and understanding.
WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?
The Orthodox Churches form the second largest communion (after the Roman Catholic
Church) in the world. The detailed breakdown of its member churches can be found
on any search engine, so I won’t bore you with them now. Suffice to say that there
are some 220 million members. It is true that Protestants are more numerous than
Orthodox Christians, but the Protestant churches vary from each other structurally and
theologically, and do not form a communion.
Today the Orthodox Church is considered the most ancient of the churches. For its
first thousand years the Church more or less formed a united whole. Since the split
in 1054 (a little more about that later) the Roman Catholic Church has changed in
many ways; and since the 16th century Reformation the various Protestant churches
have changed even more. In contrast, the Orthodox have maintained more of the
teachings, structures, theology and spirituality of the ancient church. The orthodox
churches are much more aware at the ‘everyday level’ of the value of the thinkers,
theologians, and saints of the early church than the western churches. This is
substantially (but not entirely) due to the influence of books like ’The Sayings of the
Desert Fathers’ and ‘The Philokalia’. Both works will be referred to later.
WHO ARE THE ORTHODOX CHURCHES?
The official title is the Orthodox Catholic Church, and its centre of gravity is now known
as Istanbul, formerly Constantinople. However, simplistically, Orthodox Churches tend
to be territorial in character. They predominantly come naturally from many counties
in the Middle East, as well as Russia, some former soviet countries, and parts of the
Balkans. There are significant Orthodox communities in Europe, Britain, and The
United States. I will be indicating later how close we are to our nearest Orthodox
Church.
HOW IS THIS PAPER STRUCTURED?
Basically, it is a game of two halves. In the first part we will look at the history of the
eastern church. Not so much in terms of a list of dates, events, battles, emperors,
and patriarchs (there were certainly a lot of all these). But more in terms of
understanding the stresses and strains which brought about the east/west split and
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how it has been perpetuated. Sadly, we can’t keep away from dates, events, or people
entirely. We will, however, keep them to a minimum. More importantly, in the second
half I will undertake to illustrate some of the key factors which distinguish orthodox
spirituality from what we are used to in the west. As with the first paper I will avoid,
as much as possible, technical theological terms. Where they are necessary, I will
explain them and then use alternative words or phrases.
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PART ONE
HOW DID WE GET HERE?
The title of this paper, East of Eden, East of Suez refers to two misappropriated
references by me; first, East of Eden refers to Genesis 4:16, the land where Cain
settled after murdering Able, and second, East of Suez, is a phrase used to describe
British foreign policy since the Second World War.
In other words, the title seeks to illustrate a spirituality based on the Bible, and political
activity originating partly on ‘spirituality’ and partly on secular self-interest. This sums
up the history of the Eastern Orthodox churches (just as it sums up the history of the
church in Western Europe.)
FIRST A BIT OF GEOGRAPHY
The two key factors which underlie the history of the eastern churches are:
1. The city which serves as their centre of gravity has been variously known as
Byzantium, Constantinople, and Istanbul, reflecting Roman, Greek and Islamic
influences.
2. The city (which I will refer to generically as Constantinople unless the narrative
dictates otherwise) lies literally at the crossroads of two very important trade routes.
The first is the Bosporus, a narrow but navigable stretch of water linking the Black
Sea and the Mediterranean. The second is that Constantinople formed the western
end of the ‘silk road’ which for centuries was the main highway for commerce and
trade between China and Europe and all points along the way. From the northern
part of Constantinople, the Silk Road became The London Road linking the city with
most of the main capitals of Europe.
THE HISTORICAL BONES OF THE MATTER
To give you a framework around which the dynamics of the secular and religious
history of this region can be set, I offer the following dates, events, and people in a
very broad and simplistic outline:
657 BC (ish)
Founding of Byzantium (on the European side of the Bosporus). This was reputedly
under the leadership of the eponymous Byzas; but we are very much in the mists of
ancient time.
330 AD
This time another eponymous character, Constantine 1, who happened to be emperor,
builds Constantinople as his new seat of power. Christianity becomes legal.
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AD 364
Valentinian divides the Roman Empire.
AD 527-565
The reign of Justinian, possibly the most able emperor (although his wife was a bit of
a handful!). Eastern and Western empire were almost reunited; Roman law was
simplified and codified (elements of this are found in today’s western legal system).

Above: Hagia Sophia (Holy Wisdom) built as a church, became a mosque, and under
the secular Turkish government is now a museum
AD 622
Start of Islam
AD 726-824
Leo III instigated the Iconoclasm controversy which played out in two distinct waves.
AD 1054
The Great Schism between Eastern and Western Christianity (still not sorted out!).
AD 1096-1271
Period of the crusades.
AD 1453
Fall of Constantinople to Ottoman forces.
AD 1520-1566
Reign of Suleiman The Magnificent.
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AD 1923
End of Ottoman Empire, founding of modern Turkey, Ankara becomes capital and
Istanbul becomes the official name for Constantinople.

Above: East meets West, one side Europe the other Asia in modern Istanbul. In the
middle, The Bosphorus.
PUTTING MEAT ON THE BONES
The geographical and commercial location of Constantinople are fundamental factors
in understanding why it not only survived but flourished when Rome and Western
Europe had a prolonged period of decline, especially during the ‘dark ages’. The trade
routes provided a source of continuous wealth and commercial opportunities which
kept the city and eastern empire functioning. In contrast, the only way that Rome
could acquire wealth, and power, and thus ensure its continued existence, was by
conquest; forcing occupied countries to support the empire through tribute, goods
and manpower. Consequently, when the western (Roman) empire became too large
to either effectively administer or defend itself, the whole edifice imploded.
The two key dates around which the history of the area pivots are:
AD 364, when the emperor Valentinian divided the empire for administrative purposes
into two. The western empire centred on Rome, and the eastern empire centred on
Constantinople;
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AD 1054, when the Christian Church split into two; the Catholic Church based in Rome
and the Orthodox Church centred on Constantinople. These two divisions illustrate
vividly how intertwined the sacred and secular histories of the region are.
This principle is seen very clearly in the way that the key factors which initially played
a positive role in the successful creation of both the Roman Empire and the Christian
Church were also destructively instrumental in the east west split of both.
ROMULUS AND ALEXANDER - STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS
Legend has it that Rome, a town in central Italy, was founded by the brothers Romulus
and Remus in BC 753. Simplistically, Romulus murdered his brother, made himself
king and named the city after himself. There was a succession of seven kings
(although described as kings, they were all elected to office) until BC 509 when the
last very unpopular king was deposed. The Republic lasted some 450 years until Julius
Caesar, by which time a vast empire had been established from Britain to Asia it also
included most of North Africa. From the time of Julius Caesar, the empire was ruled
by emperors until AD 476 when Romulus Augustus was killed.

Before the Roman Empire was fully established the second important ‘event’ that took
place was the military activities of Alexander the Great, who in twelve years from the
Battle of Granicus in 334BC founded an empire stretching from Greece, Persia and
Egypt to modern day Afghanistan. The empire did not effectively survive Alexander’s
early death at the age of 32 as the four generals who succeeded him pursued their
own interests.
However, importantly for us, partly because of his own inclinations, and partly through
the influence of his tutor, who was none other than Aristotle, Alexander ensured that
Greek language, culture and art influenced most of the known world effectively for
the best part of a millennia.
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The most significant result for us in the Church is that all the books in the New
Testament were originally written in Greek, and that all the authoritative English
versions of the New Testament that we read today are translations from many
hundreds of Ancient Greek manuscripts.
Thus, the world order of many centuries based on the Mediterranean was driven by
Roman military conquest, which was sustained and policed on the practical level by
effective civil administration and bound by the sinews of advanced civil engineering in
many forms (especially good roads and the security provided by an effective standing
army). The Greek contributions of philosophic and artistic standards, coupled with a
common language, cemented a sense of intellectual and social cohesion. (Incidentally
these elements provided the grounds for the effective spread of Christianity in the
early centuries after the life of Christ.)

The problem was that the strength indicated above also contributed to the eventual
split of the empire. Rome, without its own inherent natural resources, could only
survive and thrive by conquest. That approach worked well for many centuries, but
eventually it got ‘too big for its boots’. When those living outside the borders of the
empire sensed weakness in the character of the ruler, the debilitating effects of civil
war and the problems faced by an army with limited resources, they could mount very
effect invasions which adversely affected things further. Constantine I, who came to
power in AD 312, realising the weakness of Rome, built Constantinople as the
Headquarters for the eastern part of the
empire. The Emperor Valentinian effectively made the split official in AD 364, the task
being finally completed in 395 by the Emperor Theodosios. Although in very general
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terms the political and military power of Rome continued to decline; Constantinople
remained because of its strategic and commercial assets, the central hub of the
‘eastern empire’ until its fall in 1453. It then became the capital of the Ottoman
Empire until 1923.
Even today the strategic/economic factors outlined above are what makes modern
Turkey a significant ‘player’ on the world stage.
The story of religion in general and Christianity has, throughout the ages, been
inseparably bound up with secular political power struggles. Equally, some church
leaders have not been above using secular agencies the further their own ends.
Consequently, over the centuries the power struggles between popes and patriarchs;
the psychological differences between east and west; the misconceptions between
one part of the church that spoke Latin and another part that spoke Greek inevitably
meant that the great split between Rome and Constantinople, which was essentially
about authority with the Pope and the Patriarch mutually excommunicating each
other, would follow the fault lines that split the Roman Empire in two. These fault
lines based on the empire’s strengths and weaknesses had been in the making for
many centuries. Perhaps we may wonder why the split had not happened sooner!
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PART TWO
DISTINGUISHING BUT NOT DIVIDING
It’s all rather like eating soup with a fork. The orthodox churches look very different
from their western counterparts; their clergy wear slightly different clothes; their
worship is centred on the Eucharist; they overtly revere at the popular level the early
church fathers in a way that is not so common in the west; and their use of words and
concepts tends to be deeper and wider than the much more precise and specific
approach typical of the 21st century churches in Europe and the U.S.A.
So far, in a very minimalist way, we have seen how the dynamics of history helped
shape the Roman Empire at its birth and then contributed to its east/west split, and
how these dynamics contributed, in parallel, to the story of the Church. Again, in very
general terms, we can state that from 1054 to today the east and west have been
concerned with their own affairs which have maintained a sense of alienation which
regrettably persists up to the present.
However, in the course of this paper the time has come to open ourselves to the
wisdom, teaching and insights of our eastern brothers and sisters and to learn to
breath in The Spirit with the other lung of The Church. Hopefully, we will learn from
the features which distinguish the life and ministry lived by the orthodox churches
from ourselves and see these features as gifts from God our Father, not as sources of
division.
BREATHING WITH THE OTHER LUNG
THE THREE VISITORS
The Desert Fathers (more about them later) told a story about three monks who every
year used go together to visit a wise and holy hermit. Each year two of the monks
would hold deep and learned conversations with the hermit about the things of God.
The third monk simply sat, listened, and said nothing. After many visits the hermit
said to the monk, ‘Brother, you have visited me often but said nothing, how can I help
you?’ ‘Abba’ replied the monk, ‘to be with you, to hear and see you is sufficient.’
This story, I believe, helps illustrate the distinction we can perceive in the eastern
approach to God. Yes, I know that there is a significant tradition of what is called
‘contemplation’ in the western church. The point I am making here is that in the west,
given our tendency to think analytically and to reduce everything to its component
parts, contemplation is viewed in practice as an aspect of prayer. By contrast, in the
orthodox churches, it is an all-pervasive aspect of prayer which colours and penetrates
all aspects of their life and discipleship.
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I would emphasise strongly at this point that in examining the distinctions between
the eastern and western churches I am illustrating differing emphases, for that is what
they are, emphases and nothing else. There is no right or wrong here.
So how do we proceed from here?
In the first paper I shared a definition of spirituality which I had found helpful over
many years:
Spirituality is what we perceive about, and how we behave towards:
1. God (as we do or don’t understand Him)
2. The world and other people (i.e. creation)
3. Ourselves
As a way of introducing some of the distinctive features of Eastern Orthodox faith and
practice I would include them as subheadings under these three categories thus:
GOD
Kenosis
Philokalia
CREATION
Transfiguration (salvation)
Penitent thief
Desert Fathers
Icons
OURSELVES
Theosis
Hesychasm
The way of the Pilgrim
Prayer: St John at the Last Supper
Before embarking on this journey of exploration I would be grateful if you, dear reader,
would kindly remember that these subheadings do not just reflect the category I have
put them under; all of them effectively overlap all categories. I have laid them out
based on the most appropriate heading (at least in my opinion) and it also helps us to
see them in the context of a scheme which will run through all three papers in this
trilogy.
Further, please remember that these are quite possibly the briefest introductions that
you will ever come across. It is no exaggeration to say that on each subject countless
books (if not bookcases!) have been written over the centuries.
Finally, I repeat to any member of the orthodox churches who is kind enough to read
this that all I can do is beg your forgiveness for such a limited introduction to the
theological wonders with which you have blessed the Church.
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GOD
ORTHODOX SPIRITUALITY
Hagia Sophia, Istanbul (Constantinople)
At the risk of over simplification, Orthodox spirituality is initially best understood as
the process from kenosis (the total self-giving of God) to theosis (the divinisation of
humanity). I will look at both these terms in a little more detail in the course of this
paper. Possibly this dynamic has best been summed up by St Augustine of Hippo
when he said that The Son of God became man, so that men could become sons of
God.

KENOSIS

In the following passage from Philippians 2:5-8, St Paul creates one of the most
important passages in the New Testament in which he not only states that Christ has
the same nature as God, but goes on to define the essential character of the divine
nature which is that of KENOSIS (the actual Greek word used) which means ‘selfemptying’. In this translation (the New International Version) kenosis is translated as
‘made himself nothing’.
In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ
Jesus: Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God
something to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself
nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human
likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself by
becoming obedient to death – even death on a cross!
The idea of the self-emptying of God contrasts markedly with the prevailing western
concept of the power of God. If you spend a bit of time thinking about the way you
normally picture God, I guess for most of us it is an image which in some way or
another conveys a sense of power.
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Kenosis can be perceived through this passage, and others in the New Testament, in
one of three ways:
Firstly, St Paul tells us in this passage that Christ ‘being in the very nature of God’
indicates that what we are about to hear about the nature of Christ is totally true
about the whole of the divine nature. Consequently, the total self-giving of our Lord
in His life, death and resurrection is true of the total self-giving of the Holy Trinity
throughout time and eternity.
Secondly, ‘By taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness’ takes
us into the mystery of the Incarnation, not that Christ became less of God, but it was
by kenosis alongside His divinity He became fully human.
Thirdly, that by kenosis we are invited to ‘have the same mindset as Jesus Christ’, and
thus participate in the divine nature. This attitude of total emptying of ourselves is
fundamental to our relationship with God and with others. A ‘soundbite’ which may
help us understand kenosis better is a definition of ‘love’ which I found many years
ago, but I sadly cannot remember who said it! However, I believe it is the best
definition of love I have come across: ‘Love is the decision to seek the best for the
other at no matter what cost to oneself‘.
So, kenosis towards God is well-illustrated by appropriating a quotation by the
Cistercian monk Thomas Merton, an influential spiritual writer of last century.
My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going. I do not see the road ahead of me. I
cannot know for certain where it will end. Nor do I really know myself and the fact
that I think I’m following your will does not mean that I’m actually doing so. But I
believe that the desire to please you does in fact please you. And I hope I have that
desire in all that I am doing. I hope that I will never do anything apart from that
desire. And I know that if I do this you will lead me by the right road though I may
know nothing about it. Therefore, I will trust you always. Though I may seem to be
lost and in the shadow of death, I will not fear, for you are ever with me and you
will never leave me to face my perils alone.
(Thoughts in Solitude Part 2 Chapter 2)
A simple way to understand kenosis towards others can be found by reading slowly St
John chapter 13 verses 1-12, where Jesus washes the disciples’ feet. Having read the
story and pictured it in your mind, then imagine Jesus kneeling in front of you and
washing your feet, and you letting Him. That is kenosis.
We are here looking at the start of the Orthodox concept of what we would call
spiritual ‘growth’. That growth being a process from kenosis to theosis. Thus, the
Christian life starts, as we have very briefly seen, with the imitation of God’s total
emptying of Himself in loving service to others and creation. Then through the Spirit
we move from glory to glory to theosis, whereas in the Transfiguration in us the glory
of God is fully perceived. However, more about theosis later.
16

PHILOKALIA
This Greek word means ‘love of beauty’ and is the title of a book produced by two
monks from the monastery on Mount Athos in the 18th century, Macarius of Corinth
and Nicodemus the Hagueite. This book is, after the Bible, the most influential book
for the Orthodox churches (see Appendix One for a brief introduction to the second
most influential book after the Bible for the Western churches).
The book is a collection of writings taken from the work of many spiritual teachers
from the fourth to the fifteenth centuries. To best describe this book, I am using the
following quotation from Bishop Kalistos Ware, an English Orthodox bishop who
among other posts has functioned as a lecturer in Orthodox theology at Oxford.
Interestingly, he was originally brought up as an Anglican. He tells us that the many
writings were chosen because they…
…show the way to awaken and develop attention and consciousness, to attain that
state of watchfulness which is the hallmark of sanctity. They describe the conditions
most effective for learning what their authors call the art of arts and the science of
sciences, a learning which is not a matter of information or agility of mind but of a
radical change of will and heart leading man towards the highest possibilities open
to him, shaping and nourishing the unseen part of his being, and helping him to
spiritual fulfilment and union with God.
It is helpful to note at this point that both The Philokalia and the monastery at Mount
Athos are strongly associated with hesychasm (more of this later).
To give you a ‘feel’ for the spirit and approach of the Philokalia I have selected the
following passage from Book 1, Section 15, which combines a realistic assessment of
human nature with a total reliance on God. The literary style is straightforward and
remarkably clear in its brevity. This is no ‘self-improvement’ manual, but a guide for
all God’s creatures in their relationship with their creator.
CREATION
As with many subjects in this paper I am going to have to take a very generalised
approach. This of course has dangers, but in the interests of what I hope is clarity it
is a risk I will have to take.
In VERY general terms the difference between the east and west on the subject of
creation is one of emphasis. The west under the influence of St Augustine of Hippo,
John Calvin and others tends to draw a strong distinction between the ‘physical’ and
the ‘spiritual’, sometimes taking a very negative view of the material world and the
evil nature of mankind. In contrast, eastern theology takes a more positive and united
approach to the material and spiritual. Much is made of the teaching that mankind is
‘made in the image of God’ and thus sharing the divine responsibility for the welfare
17

of the created order, rather than the tendency in the west to see humanity as some
sort of superior creature using the rest of creation for our benefit.
Along with the eastern positive view of creation is a strong emphasis on the role and
value of beauty in understanding the nature of God. This attitude is vividly expressed
in the way the eastern churches conduct their services, where all the senses are
harnessed in the worship of Almighty God who creates (present tense deliberate) and
sustains creation.

Above: The inside of an Eastern Orthodox church
TRANSFIGURATION
Following on from the eastern approach to creation is their approach to salvation
which is based on Transfiguration.
In the west we tend to talk (again a crude generalisation) of salvation in terms of a
hopelessly morally destitute individual who, at a single stroke, is brought into a right
relationship with God based on the cross and the forgiveness of sin.
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Above: A 16th century icon of the transfiguration by an unknown artist
In contrast, the Eastern Orthodox perspective of salvation is based on the
Transfiguration, which shows forth humanity in the splendour of its original form
when it was united in the life-giving love of the Triune God. This event reveals the
possibility of humanity's theosis (or deification) which is a transformative process
whose aim is likeness to or union with God, as taught by the Eastern Orthodox Church
and the Byzantine Catholic Churches. As a process of transformation, theosis is
brought about by the effects of catharsis (cleansing) and theoria. Theoria is Greek for
contemplation. It corresponds to the Latin word contemplatio, ‘looking at’, ‘gazing at’,
‘being aware of’. Thus, salvation in orthodox theology is the process whereby God’s
Spirit over time cleanses us and unites us in contemplative prayer to the vision of God.
This is a lifelong process. (Remember the third monk in the story at the start of the
discussion on orthodox spirituality.)
A DIGRESSION
At this point it may be helpful to break off the flow of this paper and read Appendix
Three. This is a short meditation on the penitent thief in the crucifixion story which
will give some substance to the above comments on theosis, but also illustrate the
fact that both linguistically and theologically the Greek words used by the orthodox
churches very often carry much broader and richer meaning than the English words
used to translate them. This tendency will also have a bearing on our later
considerations of the Jesus Prayer.
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THE DESERT FATHERS (AND MOTHERS)

Above: Hermits dwellings in Judaea
Around the year AD 271, St Antony The Great moved into the Egyptian desert to live
a life based on the teachings of Christ; a life more open to the will of God. Others
began to follow him. When under the Emperor Constantine Christianity became the
religion of the Roman Empire (after AD 312) it became respectable. Church history
frequently shows us that respectability is not always a good thing for the church! As
one wag has put it, ’God has made us a little lower than the angels; we are content
to be a little better than the Joneses’.
Inevitably there were some who felt the same way about their faith as St Antony.
They lived either as hermits or in small groups an austere lifestyle, supporting
themselves by making goods to sell in the nearby markets. They deliberately chose
work that was as repetitive as possible to facilitate their times of prayer and
contemplation. They were frequently visited by people from all walks of life for advice
and spiritual guidance. This was a socially ‘bottom up’ development; they were, on
the whole, ordinary men and women. As can be gathered when you read their
‘sayings’, they were profoundly serious in their desire to live their faith in obedience
to their Lord.
Over time, their sayings were gathered and codified under appropriate headings.
Consequently, by about the year AD 500 the book now known as ‘The Sayings of the
Desert Fathers’ had taken shape and has nurtured the faith of Christians of both
eastern and western churches since. In the east, for example, it led to the
development of (yes, you’ve guessed it) hesychasm; and in the west their teachings
so strongly influenced, amongst others, those involved with the Methodist revival, that
its members were at one time required to have a copy of the ‘Sayings’ at home. There
are many other instances where the ‘Sayings’ have influenced individuals or groups
throughout the history of the church.
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Arguably the most important influence came about in the 4th century when St John
Cassian brought the collective experiences of the hermits and monks to the west, as
he laid out directives which became the foundation for the monastic tradition in the
west.

Above: Icon of St Antony
John Cassian’s teaching formed the basis for The Rule of St Benedict; the Benedictines
becoming the most influential religious order in the west. The Anglican Church
particularly owes much of its nature and ethos to Benedictine principles.
Consequently, looking back over history we can trace an organic connection between
ourselves and our local Christian community and those ordinary people who became
the heroic characters known as the Desert Fathers and Mothers.
ICONS
Perhaps the one single thing that everyone throughout the world associates with the
Eastern Orthodox churches is the icon. It is also arguable that it is the most
misunderstood element. In simple terms an icon is an AID to worship NOT an OBJECT
of worship. In soundbite terms some of the images I have used in this paper are
ICONS not IDOLS. We can begin to feel the difference between the two words in the
etymology. ICON comes from the Greek for ‘likeness’ whereas IDOL comes from the
Latin for ‘form’; in other words, a ‘likeness’ conveys the idea of a relatively insubstantial
representation whereas a ‘form’ refers to a concrete presence, an actual example.
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REALITY CHECK
There is a tendency among some in the west to dismiss the use of icons somewhat
unthinkingly without paying them due respect. We can cite at least two elements in
our approach to icons which should give us significant reason to pause for thought.
1. We must accept that the words ‘icon’ and ‘iconic’ are amongst the most misused in
popular western culture. The modern use seems to convey the idea that some things
or people are notable examples in themselves of something that is great. When we
come to look in a short while at the way icons ‘work’ we will see the profound truth
that icons are designed to help us ‘pass through’ them to a greater reality beyond. In
other words, icons are NOT an end in themselves. They are windows, not mirrors.
2. We also have to realise that icons are not just quaint cultural expressions that have
somehow meandered along over time. Most emphatically, they were not created by
cunning eastern traders to lure gullible tourists at airports! Whilst it is true that over
many centuries Orthodox Christians have considered deeply why icons are important
to them (that in itself should be respected), there was a period of over a hundred
years, known as the ‘iconoclasm’, when the subject was hotly and at times violently
debated.
In AD 730 the emperor Leo III was facing the military threat of Islamic armies. After
a period which saw a series of military setbacks he was profoundly troubled both by
his lack of success and the achievements of his enemies. He concluded that whilst
Islam rigorously opposed any form of representation of God, Christians conversely
broke the biblical injunction not to worship graven images. So he set about destroying
any examples he could find. It was not until AD843 that the issue was resolved in
favour of the supporters of icons.
HOW DO ICONS ‘WORK’?
For western minds to understand icons we must once again ‘think outside of our box’
(see Paper One).
Icons are obviously not realistic depictions. There is much symbolism in them. One
way or another the viewer is ‘looked at’ and invited to be part of the scene. Mouths
are small and ears large (that is a lesson in itself!). Colours tend to be bright and
arresting. All in all, an icon invites you into itself and then through it to a greater
reality beyond.
This understanding of icons is best expressed if we use a verse from George Herbert’s
hymn, ‘Teach me My God and King’ which, although it is a hymn not about icons but
about our awareness of God, captures the idea behind icons:
A man that looks on glass,
On it may stay his eye;
Or if he pleaseth, through it pass,
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And then the heav'n espy.

Above: The Rublev Icon. THE TRINITY 15th Century.
This icon is regarded as one of the great works of Russian art. It uses the story of
Abraham entertaining three angels (Genesis 18:1-15) as a way of understanding the
Trinity. The blue clothing on all three figures symbolises divinity; the gold the father
also wears stands for sovereignty. The brown part of Christ’s robes denotes his
humanity and the gold stripe indicates kingship. ‘The government shall be upon his
shoulder’ (Isaiah 9:6-7). The green cloth worn by The Spirit symbolises new growth.
Behind each figure is another symbol indicating something associated with that figure.
Behind the Father is a house in which there are many rooms (John 14:2). Behind
Christ is a tree, both the oak of Mamre (see the Abraham story) and the Tree of Life.
Behind the Spirit is a mountain reflecting ascent and growth.
All three figures are neither male nor female. The calf’s head on the dish (chalice?)
reflects both Abraham’s offering and the sacrifice of Christ. All three figures hold a
pilgrim’s staff suggesting both movement and process; however, paradoxically, there
is a stillness and calm in the picture as each ‘person’ contemplates the others.
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As we let the scene grow on us, we notice that the outer two figures form the shape
of a cup containing Christ, and we also notice that whilst each figure is looking at the
other two he/she is also looking at us as we look at them. The gap between the
figures invites us to be a part of their relationship.
One intriguing feature is the misshaped rectangle on the front of the table. Nobody
knows what it is, but one suggestive theory is that it is traces of glue which once held
a mirror. If that is the case, then this icon is a very powerful example of the principle
that the true subject of any icon is the one who views it.
This brings us to the last section of our understanding of Orthodox spirituality...
OURSELVES
THEOSIS
Let’s start with a health warning; all the various aspects touching on the Eastern
Orthodox Church and its theology are explored in many, many books, not just the few
simple paragraphs I have devoted to them. This paper, after all, can only be at best
a very brief introduction to the thought and practice of a part of the Body of Christ
with which we in the west are not very familiar. Theosis is no exception to this point.
Theosis is about the Orthodox perception of salvation and is arguably the point where
eastern and western theological concepts vary most widely. Putting it simplistically,
theosis is the process whereby the image of God in which we are made becomes more
and more apparent. This is why, for the Orthodox, the Transfiguration is so important.
(Personally, I think that for many western Christians it is a bit of an embarrassment!)
This process certainly starts and continues with the confession of sins, but then based
on a relationship with God (that is not ‘doing the right thing’, but on an awareness of
His presence) brought about by simplicity of heart, i.e. concentrating on God alone
and deep reading and contemplation of not only the Bible but the great saints of the
church throughout the ages. Theosis is not just about repairing and restoring our
broken relationship with God (what we call in the west ‘atonement’) but through a
continuing process of transfiguration theosis is also concerned with our everdeepening relationship with Him.
Indeed, Theosis is an approach and understanding based on the work of the great
spiritual writers throughout the ages (Cf. The Philokalia and the Sayings of the Desert
Fathers). The works and sayings of all these people are based on a relationship with
God, not on an intellectual analysis of His nature (Cf. Jeremiah 6:16).
Could I suggest that a helpful way of beginning to understand Theosis is to read slowly
several times the story of the penitent thief (St Luke 23:39-43)? Let the story ‘grow
on you’ over a few days. Remember where these men were, what was happening to
them, what their condition was. Notice that acceptance of the situation is made by
one thief TO HIS COMPANION, not Jesus, and note what he actually asks from Jesus
and what Our Lord’s reply is. That is Theosis!
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HESYCHASM
You may have noticed that I have often used this word in the course of this paper (as
mentioned above it was even used to describe me!), so now is the time following our
thoughts on theosis to look at this form of spirituality. I would also suggest that now
might be a good time to go back to the first paper I wrote and reacquaint yourself
with the ideas examined on ‘what we cannot know about God’, as hesychasm helps
us to move ‘outside our box’ which is the central theme of this trilogy.
The term hesychasm comes from the Greek meaning ‘quiet’ and evolved in some of
the monasteries, chiefly St Catherine’s on Mount Sinai and the oldest continuously
surviving monastery in the world at Mount Athos (both seriously worth looking up on
Google). However, in the way of things the discipline (personally I prefer that term to
any mention of ‘method’ which has undertones of trying to control God) has been
developed within the lives of ordinary Orthodox Christians; not to mention many in
the west. Although the roots of hesychasm can possibly be traced back to about the
9th century, it came more to the forefront in the 14th century, and it has also seen a
resurgence in the Orthodox churches during the last century as something or a
reaction to the somewhat ‘academic’ approach by theologians of the previous couple
of centuries.
We can see two fundamental dynamics at work in this process of hesychasm:
1. God in Himself is experienced formlessly, either as pure light or the darkness of
‘unknowing’. The only way we can respond to this understanding of the Divine Reality
is by total faith, total obedience and by continual prayer in our hearts.
2. The prayer that is at the heart of this discipleship is the famous Jesus Prayer: Lord
Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me a sinner. This prayer is simply repeated
time after time until it becomes a part of us being offered to our Heavenly Father no
matter what we are doing. It also fulfils the injunction placed on us by St Paul in 1
Thessalonians 5:16-18, Rejoice always, pray continually, give thanks in all
circumstances; for this is God’s will for you in Christ.
This is a very ancient prayer. Although its present-day usage is associated with St
Gregory Palamas in the 14th century, its antecedents most probably go back via the
monastic communities to the time of the Desert Fathers.
Like many elements introduced into this paper, time and space prohibit examination
in any depth into their nature and importance. All I can do is to indicate what some
of these elements are, to give some sense of their position in the great scheme of
things, and to indicate possible pathways which lead us into a deeper and wider
understanding of their character. In the case of the Jesus Prayer, I would suggest as
an introduction a book by the singer/songwriter John Michael Talbot called The Jesus
Prayer, A Cry for Mercy, a Path for Renewal. You can also find him on YouTube
performing a song on this subject.
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As both a ‘father in God’ and a fellow pilgrim I cannot urge everyone strongly enough
to spend some time making the Jesus Prayer a part of your devotional life. It is simple,
and yet has stood the tests of time and experience.
So now, although we are not quite finished, we must begin to prepare for the end of
this short journey into the glories of the Eastern Orthodox Churches. There are a few
more things that I must mention, but it would be useful to view them in the context
of moving deeper into the understanding of God that we have begun to look at in this
paper. But first I would like us to spend some time gazing at the photo below, using
it as an icon of our journey.
Notice the road. At first the immediate way ahead is clear, then the road vanishes
behind some low mounds, occasionally reappearing to give us a sense of its direction.
Then the road disappears totally. The mountains in the background promise a
destination, but where that is and when we are likely to arrive are totally unknown.
The terrain through which we will pass is both green and brown (alternately land that
is fertile and barren, good and bad, restful and demanding, happy and sad).
The lady in the foreground stands in the middle of the road, accepting it; her
outstretched arms embrace the whole journey and its setting. Above all else she
travels light, unencumbered by ‘stuff’.

TRAVELLING ON
So where do we go from here? There are still a few things to which I would like to
introduce you, but it may be helpful if we used them not just as subjects of interest
but as part of the process that we might continue after this paper.
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THE PHILOKALIA (AGAIN)
If I were to suggest to western Christians an intermediate destination, I think that the
Philokalia presents a suitable goal, but a goal that requires some preparation before
we open ourselves to its teachings. As I have indicated above, it is an edited book of
instructions by many spiritual writers from the 5th to the 15th century. Its importance
is indicated by the reverence with which it is held amongst the eastern churches; as I
have said, it is considered second only to the Bible in coming to understand and
worship God.
However, I believe that prior to opening its pages it is helpful if we learn to begin to
see God our Father through the eyes of our eastern brethren. Consequently, I would
be grateful if you would consider the following suggestions as steppingstones on the
path to the Philokalia.
TWO MODERN ORTHODOX BISHOPS FROM THE WEST
I mentioned in the first paper of this series, Archbishop Antony Bloom and retold a
story he narrated in one of his six books on prayer. The details of these books, all of
which are available, can be found on any suitable website. They are very readable
and helpful in deepening our understanding of the way we relate to God.
An even more accessible way of entering the teachings of the Orthodox Church,
particularly for Anglicans, is through the podcasts and videos on YouTube by
Metropolitan Kallistos Ware, to whom I have referred and quoted earlier in this paper.
As a former Anglican himself he is a very effective bridge between the two traditions.
These two modern-day ‘Fathers in God’ are very readable and insightful guides into
the thoughts, understandings, and practices of Orthodoxy.
THE WAY OF A PILGRIM
In the same vein I would strongly recommend the book The Way of a Pilgrim (often
published in English along with its sequel The Pilgrim Continues His Way). This again
is a very readable book which describes both the travels of a pilgrim and his spiritual
development. The author is unknown, writing sometime in the 19th century, and it
covers many of the topics raised in the second part of this paper, taking us on to the
next level of understanding the approach of the Orthodox Churches.
For further reading I bring to your attention the novel Franny and Zooey by J.D.
Salinger, published in 1961 which, though set in New York, turns heavily on The Way
of a Pilgrim, and was responsible for popularising the work in the west. The above
suggestions (along with dipping into The Sayings of the Desert Fathers) should pave
the way to a slow and prayerful reading of the Philokalia.
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CLOSER THAN YOU THINK
The nearest Orthodox Church to us in Bramcote is (almost) literally just down the road
on the way into Nottingham. The contact details are below, and I would suggest that
at some stage a visit could be arranged to enable us to experience at first hand the
life and witness of the Orthodox community. They might even rectify the short
comings of this paper!
Name:
Greek Orthodox Church
Address:
184, DERBY ROAD
Postcode/City:
NG7 1NF Nottingham
County:
Nottinghamshire, England
Phone: 0115 947 2305
Fax: 01246 853486

CONCLUSION
I have said quite a few things in this paper and I am conscious that much, much more
could have been said about all the subjects referred to; and even that would not cover
everything. So, how can we tie this all up?
I would send you back again to the beginning of the second part and remind you of
the story of the three monks and their annual visit to the holy hermit, and the words
of the third monk when he said to the hermit, ’Abba to be with you, to hear and see
you is sufficient.’
I would now invite you to hold in your imagination a picture of St John, the disciple
whom Jesus loved, reclining on His breast at the last supper (John 13:23). He was
evidently in this position for some time, consequently he would have become aware
of the beating of Christ’s heart. In time his own heart would take up that same
rhythm. That simple but deep image is what the Christian life is all about; as someone
has once said, it is about living in the rhythm of The Trinity. I believe that image sums
up the spirit of our Orthodox brothers and sisters.
If you now go back to the very beginning of the paper you will find the reference to
the need of the whole Church to use both its lungs, the eastern and the western, to
breath in fully the breath of God, given by the Holy Spirit.
Now holding both ideas together we can see the whole church effectively breathing in
the Spirit, enabling it to live in the rhythm of the Trinity and fulfilling her vocation in
obedience to God’s perfect will.
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UNTIL THE NEXT TIME!
So, dear friend, we have travelled a little outside of our western Christian ‘box’ to
experience something of our eastern Christian brethren.
If you follow the various books I have suggested, you will not only find your awareness
of God deepened and enriched, but in time you will find a sense of cohesion of faith
and practice between east and west which I hope is reflected, at least in a small way,
in this paper. Whatever you do please remember this is NOT a race. We cannot
follow our pilgrimage at the speed we want to. We can only proceed in God’s good
time. Just have faith that He knows what is best for you.
In the next paper we will be travelling outside of our Christian ‘box’ altogether and
listening to what our fellow travellers of other faiths – and of no faith – have to teach
us. Be prepared for some surprises, especially one surprise in particular that I had
some 35 years ago, and I still wonder at today. You have been warned!
Until we meet again, do follow up some of the suggestions I have made, continue to
pray for me, and I will for you. God Bless you.
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APPENDIX ONE, THE IMITATION OF CHRIST
This paper has obviously been about the Orthodox Church. However, I would not like
to leave you with the impression that the western church is devoid of spiritual
treasures. This is most definitely not the case. One thing that I have become aware
of in my preparations for this paper is just how much the early fathers (of our church
as well as theirs) and the great saints, martyrs, teachers and mystics of all centuries
play a part in today’s church.
At the popular level in the west these ‘heroes of the faith’ barely get a mention in
sermons and the general Christian population is relatively unaware of them. Most, I
suspect, have not read much, if anything, they have written.

The Imitation of Christ seems today to be sadly neglected. It has inspired many from

all sides of the Church in their discipleship. Among their number we can include
Samuel Johnson, Gerald Manley Hopkins, Jeremy Taylor, John Wesley (who required
every Methodist household to have a copy), William Laud, John Newton (who wrote
Amazing Grace), General Gordon, William Gladstone, Henry Liddon, Oscar Wilde,
Samuel Beckett, James Joyce and George Eliot (The Mill on the Floss). Further abroad
we find Teilhard De Chardin, Martin Luther, John Calvin, St. Ignatius Loyola, St.
Theresa of Lisieux, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, popes John XXIII and John Paul I. Beyond
the church we can find people like Gandhi and Vivekanada valuing it.
As an introduction and encouragement, I am quoting a section from The Imitation of
Christ in Appendix Two.

APPENDIX TWO, ON THE SACRED NAME
The Jesus prayer centres on the repetition of the name of Our Lord. The following
extract from The Imitation of Christ from the western tradition expresses strongly the
importance and power of the divine name. The passage will yield much if read slowly
and carefully, repeating the process over a number of days.

The Imitation of Christ: Book 2 Chapter 8
When Jesus is near, all is well, and nothing seems difficult. When He is absent, all is
hard. When Jesus does not speak within, all other comfort is empty, but if He says
only a word, it brings great joy.
Did not Mary Magdalene rise at once from her weeping when Martha said to her:
‘The Master is come and calls for you.’ Happy is the hour when Jesus calls us from
tears to joy of spirit.
How dry and hard you are without Jesus! How foolish and vain if you desire anything
but Him! Is it not a greater loss than losing the whole world? For what, without
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Jesus, can the world give you? Life without Him is a relentless hell but living with
Him is a sweet paradise. If Jesus be with you, no enemy can harm you.
He who finds Jesus finds a rare treasure, indeed, a good above every good, whereas
he who loses Him loses more than the whole world. The man who lives without
Jesus is the poorest of the poor, whereas no one is so rich as the man who lives in
His grace.
It is a great art to know how to talk with Jesus, and great wisdom to know how to
live with Him. Be humble and peaceful, and Jesus will be with you. Be devout and
calm, and He will remain with you. You may quickly drive Him away and lose His
grace if you turn back to the outside world. And, if you drive Him away and lose
Him, to whom will you go and whom will you then seek as a friend? You cannot live
well without a friend, and if Jesus be not your friend above all else, you will be very
sad and desolate. Thus, you are acting foolishly if you trust or rejoice in any other.
Choose the opposition of the whole world rather than offend Jesus. Of all those who
are dear to you, let Him be your special love. Let all things be loved for the sake of
Jesus, but Jesus for His own sake.

APPENDIX THREE, UNDERSTANDING THEOSIS
I would like to use the story of the ‘penitent thief’ from Luke’s account of the
crucifixion. Read the following passage carefully.
Luke 23:39-43 (New International Version)
39 One of the criminals who hung there hurled insults at him: ‘Aren’t you the Messiah?
Save yourself and us!’
40 But the other criminal rebuked him. ‘Don’t you fear God,’ he said, ‘since you are
under the same sentence? 41 We are punished justly, for we are getting what our
deeds deserve. But this man has done nothing wrong.’
42 Then he said, ‘Jesus, remember me when you come into your kingdom.’
43 Jesus answered him, ‘Truly I tell you, today you will be with me in paradise.’
As you read this passage spend time reflecting on the situation that the three
participants were in. What would that be like if you were in their position, and shared
their history? Then note that the ‘penitent thief’ actually makes his confession, not to
Jesus but to his companion. What he asks of Jesus is to be united with Him in His
kingdom. Note Jesus’ reply. There is no word of absolution, but a promise of mutual
union.
This idea of theosis is closely allied with the Orthodox understanding of the word
‘mercy’. The divine mercy in Orthodox teaching is not just associated with forgiveness
as it is in western theology but has the added dimension of restoration to full
communion with God. This is the dynamic of theosis in action.
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